
Linda Vousden’s Judge Reports 

Blue-Point Siamese CC  26/01/2020 
 

Many thanks to the ever-serene Caroline, and her excellent show committee and all other helpers, for having me 
to judge. Everyone was so helpful and friendly. I also thank my gentle steward, Mike Vousden, who always make 
my day so enjoyable. The new venue was good (and light), the lunch was delicious and I much appreciated my 
judge’s gift.  I hope more exhibitors will be able to come along another time.  I was lucky to have a whole basket 
of lovely cats to cuddle – I thank the exhibitors for trusting me to handle their pets. 
 
 

BP Siamese CC -- Household Pet Section 
 
Open Classes – Pedigree Pets 
 
Class B253, Grand Class - AC Pedigree Pet Master Cat - One in class and a worthy winner 
GMC - Mansaray's MC DENZEL (SH Black) MN, 2yr 10month. Very impressive. Medium type, elegant shape, of 
very good weight, size and body-tone. He has a gleaming pure black coat set-off by rich amber yellow eyes of a 
lovely almond shape with a more rounded lower lid. Medium large ears, broad at the base and nicely set to 
balance his medium wedge-shaped head. His gently tapering tail, with its quirky little kink, well-suits the length 
of his body. A lovely profile with a level bite, nice nose-break and firm chin. Well presented. This lad was as 
much a pleasure to handle as he was last time I saw him – and his gentle temperament is as good today. 
 
Class B257, Open Class – LH/SLHAOC or Any Pattern – One in class for BIC only 
BIC – Meeking’s GMC HERMIA (SLH Seal-Point) FN, 12yr 5month.  A sweet little female. A trifle nervous but 
handled well.  Her head is a medium to long wedge with large ears, a feminine profile with a level bite. Notably 
long canine teeth. Her gentle expression is enhanced by her almond shaped, vivid sapphire eyes. Her semi-long 
sift coat is warm seal brown points and the rest of her is warmly coloured-up us as expected at her age. Her tail 
is beautifully feathery. Well-groomed and presented, a gentle creature who I’m sure makes a perfect lap-cat. 
 
Miscellaneous Classes 
 
Class B265, Misc Class – AC SH Non-Pedigree Cay or Kitten – One in class. 
1st –  Everett’s MC WILLOW (SH White) MN, 1yr 5month. It’s lovely to see this beautiful fairy-like creature again. 
The most glorious pure soft white coat in immaculate condition, set with large round eyes of clear sky blue. A 
good sized male of elegant proportions and strength. He was a little disturbed today, but easy to handle. 
Beautifully presented. 

 
 


